
1. Cut out the substrate element to the corresponding 
size in the area planned for the drain line.

TILUX-LINE
Assembly Instructions for the Shower Board System with Linear Drainage 
and Single-Sided Slope

20 mm
40mm
65mm

Substrate elements and shower board for single-sided slope. 
For alternative installation using cement screed mortar, please follow the work steps from point 9 onwards.

Select the drain outlet according to your requirement. Accessory parts are used for connection with the drain pan and 
as a dirt trap.

2. Affix edge insulation strips around all the the edges 
prior to installing the board.

Substrate elements 
(available as an option)

Shower board

Rectangular shower board
(L x W x H in mm)       Channel length
  900 x 1200 x 45 /  800
  900 x 1500 x 45 /  800
1000 x 1200 x 45 /  900
1000 x 1500 x 45 /  900
1200 x 1500 x 45 /  1100

Square shower board
(L x W x H in mm)       Channel length

900 x 900 x 40 /  800
1000 x 1000 x 40 /  900
1200 x 1200 x 45 /  1100

DN 50

105 mm
105mm

DN 50

65 mm

95 mm
DN 50

Horizontal drain Turbo drain Vertical drain



4. Depending on the height compensation required, addi-
tional 
substrate elements can also be affixed.

6. Install the drainage pipe at an approximate gradient of 
1% and perform a leaktightness test using water.

5. Connect the floor drain to the drain pipe and align the  
drain outlet precisely with the shower board (Fig. 14).

9. Alternative: Preparatory work for cement screed. Align 
the drain outlet on the cement.

8. Cut back any excess assembly foam using a sharp knife 
to leave it flush with the surface.

7. Fill the space between the drain outlet and the drain 
line with assembly foam (also provides soundproof-
ing).

3. Use a notched trowel (approx. 10 mm) to apply flexible 
adhesive to the rear side of the prepared substrate 
element.

10. Alternative: For a vertical drain, make a suitable open-
ing in the cover and align using cement.



17. Place the drainage channel onto the shims in the 
recess.

18. Connect the drain and the channel using a screw cap closure.  
Use the red assembly aid for this purpose (also serves as a 
protective cover).

16. Insert a sufficient number of suitable shims (accord-
ing to the board size) for the planned tile height.

14.  Affix the shower board element on the prepared sub-
strate element, aligning it precisely with the drain 
outlet. 

15. Align the shower board horizontally and press down 
any sealing film protruding around the sloping edge.

13. Use a notched trowel (10 mm) to apply flexible adhe-
sive to the rear side of the shower board element. 

12. Shower board element with single-sided slope.11. Alternative: Apply the cement screed up to the re-
quired height and smooth off to leave a flat surface. 



24. Finished!
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23. Insert the drain grating in the drainage channel.

20. Press sloping blocks on the right and left and one 
Duralis profile at the wall into the tile adhesive and 
align.

21. Cut the tiles in the sloping area of the shower board 
and around the drainage channel to size and affix.

22. Once laying and grouting of the tiles is complete, 
remove the red assembly aid.

19. Stick down any protruding sealing foil using tile ad-
hesive on all sides and press down in the sloping area, 
ensuring there are no creases or folds.


